
Extensions Aftercare: Tape-in and Weft

●  Do not wash or wet your hair for a minimum of 48 hours for tape-in
extensions and a minimum of 12 hours for weft extensions. The longer you
wait to wash your hair the better they will adhere.

● Wash day: Cooler water temperature and professional sulfate-free
shampoo only, especially for tape ends to prevent slippage. Conditioner
only on the mids to ends of the hair. Only products purchased in the salon
are guaranteed to maintain the health and longevity of your hair
extensions.

● Blow dry: After washing and towel drying well, spray a leave-on conditioner
on the mids and ends while using a detailing brush for wet hair. Hold the
base of both tape ends and weft rows and brush from the ends up. Better
yet, simply air dry. Keep in mind the temperature of your blow dryer when
near the tapes. Be sure to use cooler air. Weft extensions you must blow
dry the roots first then proceed to air dry the rest, this prevents damage to
your natural hair.

● Styling time: When using hot tools, keep heat away from taping tabs.
Always use a thermal protection spray for color, shine, health and all
around longevity of hair. Even If you are restyling your day two, three, four,
five or more hair, every time you must use a thermal spray! Heat is very
harmful to the hair as well as color longevity.

● Bedtime: Never go to bed with wet hair. The elasticity in your extensions
can expand and snap just as it can with your natural hair. A low back braid
or a high bun on top secured with a silk scrunchie will help them stay in
place and not tangle while sleeping .

● Refrain from chlorine and salt water. It will dry out and sometimes discolor
and damage your extensions.

● Using non-professional products voids the warranty of the hair and will end
up costing you more in the long run as you'll need new extensions earlier
than normal.


